Admissions
- Apply to U of U
- Complete preqs to Calculus I
- Be offered full major status through the Dept. of Mechanical Engineering (see our website for more details).

Continuing Performance
- 2.5 cumulative U of U GPA
- Pre/co-reqs strictly enforced
- C or better in major courses
- One repeat per course (second grade counts)
- Upper division core GPA of 2.3

Graduation Requirements
- U of U BS requirements
- 2.5 cumulative U of U GPA
- C or better in major courses

*** MATH 1215 will meet the same prerequisites as MATH 1210
^ MATH 3070 is an allowed substitute for ME EN 2550, but only recommended for students in the Data Science Emphasis

Notes:
- DV and IR can each double count with an FF, HF or BF
- ** Assumes 3 hrs per Gen. Ed. Req.
- *** MATH 1215 will meet the same prerequisites as MATH 1210
- † MATH 3070 is an allowed substitute for ME EN 2550, but only recommended for students in the Data Science Emphasis
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